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We did a simple test with our opt-in form at www.the-whole-truth.com to see if we could 
move more affiliate products. Here’s the simple test and the results. 
 
After someone subscribers to an ezine via an opt-in form, the typical “confirmation” page 
looks similar to this… (This is what our old “confirmation ” page looked like.) 
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As a method of trying to grab some last second sales, websites will generally present the 
new subscribers with a few product options. Our old “confirmation” page shown on the 
previous page was pulling in only around $200.00 extra cash flow a week. 
 
So we decided to do a test and see if we could boost those numbers. The test was to 
take only one product and offer it exclusively, eliminating any additional options.  
 
We would present the product image along with a headline that matches the target site. 
So for this test we chose Frank Kerns newest release call Info Millionaires.  
 
We chose this product for 3 reasons: 

1. It was brand new and no one was yet selling it. 
2. We reviewed the product and loved the combination of text and video tutorials 

and how it takes the beginner step by step in getting a product online to sell. 
3. It had an excellent price point. 

 
So with this decision we made the modification and this is what the new “confirmation” 
page looked like after each new subscriber opted-in. 
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